C

Instructions

C.1

Week 1 E↵ort Instructions

Welcome:
Thank you for participating in our experiment. We will begin shortly.

Eligibility for this study:
To be in this study, you need to meet these criteria: You must be willing to participate for six
consecutive weeks. Participation will require your presence on six consecutive Thursdays for at
least 10 minutes per week for an average of 60 minutes. Weeks 1 (today) and 4 will occur in
the xlab. Weeks 2,3,5, and 6 will occur at any computer that has access to the Internet.
You must be willing to receive your payment from this experiment as one single completion
payment at the end of the study. Payments will be made one week after the final session, on
Thursday, March 22. You will return to the xlab to receive this payment.
If you do not meet these criteria, please inform us of this now.

Informed Consent
Placed in front of you is an informed consent form to protect your rights as a subject. Please
read it. If you would like to choose not to participate in the study you are free to leave at this
point. If you have any questions, we can address those now. We will pick up the forms after
the main points of the study are discussed.

Anonymity
Your anonymity in this study is assured. Your name will never be recorded or connected to
any decision you make here today. Your email will be collected in order to send reminder
emails. After the study, your email information will be destroyed and will not be connected to
your responses in the experiment.
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Rules
Please turn your cell phones o↵. If you have a question at any point, just raise your hand.
Please put away any books, papers, computers, etc. There will be a quiz once we have finished
with the instructions. If it is clear that you do not understand the instructions when we review
your answers, you will be emailed and removed from the study.

Your Earnings
If you complete all six weeks of participation, a completion payment of $100 will be provided.
You may receive additional earnings during the experiment. If you choose to end your participation before the six weeks are complete, please report this to study administrators, and you
will receive a minimum payment of $10.
All payments will be made one week after the final session, on Thursday March 22. You
will return to the xlab to receive this payment.

Jobs
In this study there are two types of jobs, Job 1 and Job 2. These jobs will be completed over
time. Some portion of the jobs may be completed sooner, and some portion of the jobs may be
completed later depending on your choices and chance. Importantly, some tasks for each job
must be completed in each week. That is, as mentioned before, your participation is required
in each of the six consecutive weeks of the study.

Job 1:
In Job 1 you are asked to transcribe letters from a greek text. Greek text will appear in
the Transcription Box on your screen. For each letter you will need to find and select the
corresponding letter and enter it into the Completion Box on your screen. One task is one row
of greek text. For the task to be complete your accuracy must be 80% or better.
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Job 2:
In Job 2 you are asked to play a tetris game. Blocks of di↵erent shapes drop from the top of
the task screen into a box. Each block is made up of four small squares arranged to make a
larger square, an L-shape or a column. As the blocks fall they can be rotated (by pressing the
up arrow key), moved horizontally (by pressing the left and right arrow keys), or moved down
more quickly (by pressing the down arrow key). Your goal is to fill a entire horizontal line
with parts of the blocks. When a horizontal line is filled, that line is ”destroyed,” moving the
rest of the placed pieces down by one square. If a line remains incomplete, another line must
be finished above it. The more lines that stand incomplete, the higher the blocks above them
stack, reducing the space in which falling shapes can be manipulated. Eventually the blocks
reach the top of the screen and the game ends. One task will be 4 lines of blocks completed. If a
game ends before a task is complete, the completed lines will be counted in the subsequent game.

Practice: We will now spend a few minutes practicing both jobs on the computer.

Before

we continue, you will be asked to register using your email by clicking ”register” once you open
the experiment. Make sure that you enter a valid email address.
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The Experiment Timeline
Now that you’ve tried Job 1 and Job 2, let’s consider the timeline of the study. Along the way
we will discuss a few important details of how the study works.

Note: Minimum Work for each week
In each week (including today), you are required to complete a minimum number of tasks of
both Job 1 and Job 2.

Today (Week 1):
Once your minimum work is complete, you will be asked to make a series of 5 decisions for each
job. In these decisions you are asked to allocate tasks between one week from today (Week 2)
and two weeks from today (Week 3). You will make 5 decisions for both Job 1 and Job 2.
In each decision you are free to allocate your tasks as you choose. Note that this allocation
decision does not include the minimum work for each week, which you must also complete.
You will choose by moving a slider to your desired allocation.
computer.
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We will now practice on the

Task Rates:
In the example decision above every task you allocate to Week 2 reduces the number of tasks
allocated to Week 3 by one. This is what we will refer to as a 1:1 task rate. The task rate
will vary across your decisions. For example, the task rate may be 1:1.5, such that every task
you allocate to Week 2 reduces the number of tasks allocated to Week 3 by 1.5. Or, the task
rate may be 1:0.5, such that every task you allocate to Week 2 reduces the number of tasks
allocated to Week 3 by 0.5. For simplicity, the task rates will always be represented as 1:X,
and you will be fully informed of the value of X when making your decisions. Please practice
with the di↵erent allocations using the computer.
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Week 2 (One Week From Today):
Week 2, one week from today, will occur online. You will receive an email with instructions on
how to access the website with the jobs. You will again complete your minimum work. You
will be asked again to make 5 allocation decisions for each job. Exactly one of your 20 total
allocation decisions will be implemented. That is, we will implement one decision from Week
1 for Job 1, or one decision from Week 2 for Job 1, or one decision from Week 1 for Job 2, or
one decision from Week 2 for Job 2.
We will discuss how this allocation decision is chosen shortly. We refer to this allocation
decision as the ”decision-that-counts.” The tasks you allocated to Week 2 in the decisionthat-counts must be completed. If you do not return or do not complete the tasks in Week
2, you cannot complete the study, and you will receive only the minimum payment of $10.
In order for your tasks in Week 2 to be counted, they must be submitted by midnight on
February 16th, 2012.
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Week 3, Two Weeks From Today:
Week 3, two weeks from today, will occur online. You will receive an email with instructions
on how to access the website with the jobs. You will again complete your minimum work.
Then, you must complete the tasks you allocated in the decision-that-counts. If you do not
return or do not complete the tasks in Week 3, you cannot complete the study, and you will
receive only the minimum payment of $10. In order for your tasks in Week 3 to be counted,
they must be submitted by midnight on February 23rd, 2012.

Choosing the Decision-That-Counts:
To summarize: In Week 1 (today), you will make 5 allocation decisions for both Job 1 and Job
2 for di↵erent task rates. In Week 2, you will also make 5 allocation decisions for both Job 1
and Job 2 for di↵erent task rates.
Therefore, you will make 20 total allocation decisions. As stated above, we will choose
only one of these decisions as the decisions-that-counts. That is, we will either implement one
decision from Job 1 or one decision from Job 2, but not both.

There are three stages to determine the decision-that-counts.
1. First, we will choose if the decision-that-counts will come from Week 1 or Week 2. To do
this, we will pick a random number from 1 to 10. If the number is 1, then the decisionthat-counts will come from your Week 1 allocations. If the number is 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 or
10, then the decision-that-counts will come from your Week 2 allocations. Therefore, the
decision-that-counts will come from Week 1 with a 10 percent chance and the decisionthat-counts will come from Week 2 with a 90 percent chance.
2. Second, we will choose if the decision-that-counts will come from Job 1 or Job 2. To
do this we will pick a second random number from 1 to 2. If the number is 1 then the
decision-that-counts will come from Job 1. If the number is 2, then the decision-thatcounts will come from Job 2. Therefore, the decision-that-counts is equally likely to come
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from Job 1 and Job 2.
3. Third, we will choose the decision-that-counts from the 5 allocations you made in the
chosen week and the chosen job. To do this, we will pick a third random number from 1
to 5. Therefore, within the chosen week and chosen job, every allocation is equally likely
to be chosen as the decision-that-counts.
For example, consider the following allocation examples. Imagine that your allocations
were shown in the following diagram for Weeks 1 and 2. Now, imagine that we determine the
decision-that-counts.

Week 1 Allocations

Week 2 Allocations

1. Following the first step above, we would first generate a random number from 1 to 10
to determine whether the Week 1 or the Week 2 allocations will be implemented. If the
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number is 1, then the decision-that-counts will come from your Week 1 allocations. If
the number is 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 or 10, then the decision-that-counts will come from your
Week 2 allocations. Imagine the number is 7, such that your Week 2 allocations will be
implemented.
2. Following the second step above, we would generate a random number from 1 to 2 to
determine the job of the decision-that-counts. If the number is 1 then the decision that
counts will come from Job 1. If the number is 2, then the decision that counts will
come from Job 2. Imagine the number is 1, such that the your Job 1 allocations will be
implemented.
3. Following the third step above, we would generate a random number from 1 to 5 to
determine the decision-that-counts from your Week 2 allocations for Job 1. Imagine this
number is 3 such that the decision-that-counts would then be third allocation
decision from your Week 2 allocations for Job 1

In Week 2, you would be required to complete 27 tasks of Job 1 and in Week
3 you would be required to complete 23 tasks of Job 1.

Note that these tasks will be in addition to the minimum work that you will
be required to complete for both jobs in both weeks.

REMEMBER: EACH DECISION COULD BE THE
DECISION-THAT-COUNTS SO TREAT EACH DECISION AS IF IT WAS
THE ONE DETERMINING YOUR TASKS.
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Recap:
• You will be participating in a six week study that requires participation one day per week
on six consecutive weeks.
• You will receive a completion payment of $100 at the end of the study by check one week
after Week 6. You will return to the xlab on March 22, 2012 to receive this payment.
• If you choose to no longer participate, or do not complete the jobs you chose, you will
receive only a minimum payment of $10 by check one week after Week 6. You will return
to the xlab on March 22, 2012 to receive this payment.
• There are two possible jobs in the study. Job 1 is transcription of greek letters. Job 2 is
a tetris game.
• In each week, you will be asked to complete minimum work for each job.
• In Week 1, today, you will be asked to make a series of allocation decisions for both Job
1 and Job 2. You will allocate tasks to Weeks 2 and 3 at various task rates.
• In Week 2, you will again make allocation decisions.
• One of your allocation decisions will be chosen at random as the decision-that-counts and
your allocation will determine the tasks that you complete in Weeks 2 and 3.
• One of your Week 1 allocations will be implemented with 10 percent chance while one of
your Week 2 allocations will be implemented with 90 percent chance.
• Weeks 4, 5, and 6 will mirror Weeks 1, 2, and 3. In Week 4 you will make allocation
decisions. In Week 5, you will again make allocation decisions and one of your allocation
decisions will be chosen at random as the decision-that-counts. Your allocation will
determine the jobs that you complete in Weeks 5 and 6.
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• One week after week 6, you will receive your completion payment of $100. You will return
to the xlab on March 22, 2012 to receive this payment.
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Consent
Now that we have explained the study, you are free to leave if you would like to choose not to
participate in the study. Otherwise, please sign the consent form and we will pick these up now.

Minimum Work
Now you will complete your minimum work for each job for this week. For each job, we ask
that you complete 10 tasks.

Reminder of Timeline
Today you will be asked to make a series of 5 allocation decisions for both Job 1 and Job 2. In
these decisions you are asked to allocate tasks between one week from today (Week 2) and two
weeks from today (Week 3).
In each decision you are free to allocate your tasks as you choose. The allocations do not
include the minimum amount of work for each job. You will choose by moving a slider to your
desired allocation.

Allocations
In the sliders on the screen, you will be asked to make 5 allocations for Job 1. Then, you will
be asked to make 5 allocation decisions for Job 2.
Remember each decision could be the decision-that-counts, so please make each decision as
if it were the one that determines your tasks.
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C.2

Week 1 Money Instructions

Thank you for completing your allocations. On the following screens we would like to ask
you several additional questions allocating money over time. Your decisions in this portion of
the study are completely unrelated to your allocations over Job 1 and Job 2 and will be paid
separately.
You must be willing to receive your payment for this study by cash provided to you in the
xlab by Professor Ned Augenblick of the Haas School of Business. You will be required to
return to the xlab on the dates indicated to complete the study and so your choice of payments
will not require you to arrive any extra times.

Earning Money
To begin, you will be given a $10 thank-you payment, just for participating in this study! You
will receive this thank-you payment in two equally sized payments of $5 each.

The two $5

payments will come to you at two di↵erent times. These times will be determined in the way
described below.
In this portion of the study, you will make 15 choices over how to allocate money between
three possible dates:
1) February 9th (today - week 1),
2) March 1st (three weeks from today - week 4)
3) March 22nd (six weeks from today - week 7).
Note that these are all days that you will be in the xlab. In each decision, you will allocate
money between two of these dates. In the first set of five decisions, you will allocate money
between week 1 (today) and week 4. In the second set, you will allocate money between week
1 (today) and week 7. In the third set, you will allocate money between week 4 and week 7.
This means you could be receiving payments as early as today, and as late as the week 7.
Once all 15 decisions have been made, we will randomly select one of the 15 decisions as the
decision-that-counts. We will use the decision-that-counts to determine your actual earnings.
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Note, since all decisions are equally likely to be chosen, you should make each decision as if it
will be the decision-that-counts.
When calculating your earnings from the decision-that-counts, we will add to your earnings
the two $5 thank you payments. Thus, you will always get paid at least $5 at the chosen
earlier time, and at least $5 at the chosen later time.

IMPORTANT: All payments you receive will be paid in cash in the xlab.

On the

scheduled day of payment, you will come to the xlab for the regular schedule of the study.
Hence, you will not be asked to make any special arrangements to receive payment from this
portion of the study. You will receive your payment from Professor Ned Augenblick.

On your desk are two envelopes: one for the sooner payment and one for the later payment.
Please take the time now to write your participant ID on them.
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How It Works:
In the following three screens you are asked to make 15 decisions involving payments over time.
Each row is a decision and is numbered from 1 to 15.
Each row will feature a series of options. Each option consists of a sooner payment AND a
later payment. You are asked to pick your favorite option in each row by moving the slider to
your desired location. You should pick the combination of sooner payment AND later payment
that you prefer the most.
Note that there is a trade-o↵ between the sooner payment and the later payment. As the
sooner payment goes down, the later payment goes up. All you have to do for each decision
is choose which combination of sooner and later payment you prefer the most by moving the
slider to that location.
Once all 15 of your decisions are complete, we will choose one at random to be the decisionthat-counts. Your chosen allocation will be implemented.

Consider if the decision-that-counts was the third decision, and in that decision, you
allocated $11 on February 9th and $10.50 on March 1st. Then, on February 9th, we would
place $11 along with your $5 minimum payment, making $16.00, into your first envelope. This
envelope will be given to you on February 9th (today) in the xlab. On March 1st, we would
place $10.50 along with your $5 minimum payment, making $15.50, into your second envelope.
This envelope will be given to you on March 1st when you return to the xlab. Recall that
this will not require you to make any special arrangements to receive payment as you will be
returning to the laboratory as part of the regular schedule of the study.

Once your payments have been determined, you will write the amounts and dates on the
inside of the two envelopes. When you receive your payments you can guarantee there have
been no clerical errors by checking against the amounts and dates you wrote.
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Remember that each decision could be the decision-that-counts! It is in your interest to treat each decision as if it could be the one that determines your payment.
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C.3

Week 1 Quiz

Quiz
Please complete the quiz in order to make sure that you understand the allocation decisions
and the timeline of the study.

Participant #

1. How many weeks are you required to participate?
2. In which weeks are you asked to come to the xlab to participate?
3. In which weeks are you asked to participate online and not come to the xlab?
4. Will you have to complete minimum work for each job in each week?
5. You will make allocation decisions for Weeks 2 and 3 both today and in Week 2. What
is the percent chance that one of your Week 2 allocations will be implemented?
6. If you face a 1:2 task rate for allocations between Weeks 2 and 3, every task you allocate
to Week 2 decreases by how many the number of tasks you allocate to Week 3?
7. You will make allocations for each job. Apart from your minimum work, will you complete
any tetris tasks if a transcription job allocation is chosen as the decision-that-counts.
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C.4

Week 4 E↵ort Instructions

Welcome:
Thank you for returning to the experiment. We will begin shortly.

Eligibility for this study:
To continue in this study, you need to meet these criteria: You must be willing to participate for
three consecutive weeks. Participation will require your presence on three consecutive Fridays
for at least 10 minutes per week for an average of 60 minutes. Week 4 (today) will occur in the
xlab. Weeks 5 and 6 will occur at any computer that has access to the Internet.
You must be willing to receive your payment from this experiment as one single completion
payment at the end of the study. Payments will be made one week after the final session, on
Friday, March 23. You will return to the xlab to receive this payment.
If you do not meet these criteria, please inform us of this now.

Your Earnings
If you complete all six weeks of participation, a completion payment of $100 will be provided.
You may receive additional earnings during the experiment. If you choose to end your participation before the six weeks are complete, please report this to study administrators, and you
will receive a minimum payment of $10.
All payments will be made one week after the final session, on Friday March 23. You will
return to the xlab to receive this payment.

Jobs
In this study there are two types of jobs, Job 1 and Job 2. These jobs will be completed over
time. Some portion of the jobs may be completed sooner, and some portion of the jobs may be
completed later depending on your choices and chance. Importantly, some tasks for each job
must be completed in each week. That is, as mentioned before, your participation is required
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in each of the six consecutive weeks of the study.

Job 1:
In Job 1 you are asked to transcribe letters from a greek text.

Job 2:
In Job 2 you are asked to play a tetris game.
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The Experiment Timeline
Note: Minimum Work for each week
In each week (including today), you are required to complete a minimum number of tasks of
both Job 1 and Job 2.

Today (Week 4):
Once your minimum work is complete, you will be asked to make a series of 5 decisions for each
job. In these decisions you are asked to allocate tasks between one week from today (Week 5)
and two weeks from today (Week 6). You will make 5 decisions for both Job 1 and Job 2.
In each decision you are free to allocate your tasks as you choose. Note that this allocation
decision does not include the minimum work for each week, which you must also complete.

Task Rates:
For one example task rate, every task you allocate to Week 6 reduces the number of tasks
allocated to Week 5 by one. This is what we will refer to as a 1:1 task rate. The task rate
will vary across your decisions. For example, the task rate may be 1:1.5, such that every task
you allocate to Week 6 reduces the number of tasks allocated to Week 5 by 1.5. Or, the task
rate may be 1:0.5, such that every task you allocate to Week 6 reduces the number of tasks
allocated to Week 5 by 0.5. For simplicity, the task rates will always be represented as 1:X,
and you will be fully informed of the value of X when making your decisions.

Week 5 (One Week From Today):
Week 5, one week from today, will occur online and follows week 2 of the experiment. You will
receive an email with instructions on how to access the website with the jobs. You will again
complete your minimum work. You will be asked again to make 5 allocation decisions for each
job. Exactly one of your 20 total allocation decisions will be implemented. That is, we will
implement one decision from Week 4 for Job 1, or one decision from Week 5 for Job 1, or one
decision from Week 4 for Job 2, or one decision from Week 5 for Job 2.
We will discuss how this allocation decision is chosen shortly. We refer to this allocation
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decision as the ”decision-that-counts.” The tasks you allocated to Week 5 in the decisionthat-counts must be completed. If you do not return or do not complete the tasks in Week 5,
you cannot complete the study, and you will receive only the minimum payment of $10. In order
for your tasks in Week 5 to be counted, they must be submitted by midnight on March 9th, 2012.

Week 6, Two Weeks From Today:
Week 6, two weeks from today, will occur online and follows week 3 of the experiment. You
will receive an email with instructions on how to access the website with the jobs. You will
again complete your minimum work. Then, you must complete the tasks you allocated in the
decision-that-counts. If you do not return or do not complete the tasks in Week 6, you cannot
complete the study, and you will receive only the minimum payment of $10. In order for your
tasks in Week 6 to be counted, they must be submitted by midnight on March 16th, 2012.

Choosing the Decision-That-Counts:
To summarize: In Week 4 (today), you will make 5 allocation decisions for both Job 1 and Job
2 for di↵erent task rates. In Week 5, you will also make 5 allocation decisions for both Job 1
and Job 2 for di↵erent task rates.
Therefore, you will make 20 total allocation decisions. As stated above, we will choose
only one of these decisions as the decisions-that-counts. That is, we will either implement one
decision from Job 1 or one decision from Job 2, but not both.

The decision-that-counts will be chosen using a similar method to the one used in Week 2.
However, this week, you will make a set of new decisions that a↵ect the precise
way that the decision-that-counts is chosen. To understand these new decisions, please
recall how the decision-that-counts was chosen in Week 2:

How the decision-that-counts was chosen in Week 2
We used 3 steps to choose the decision-that-counts in Week 2.
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1. First, we chose if the decision-that-counts came from the sooner week (Week 1) or the later
week (Week 2) allocations. To do this, we picked a random number from 1 to 10. If the
number was 1, then the decision-that-counts came from the allocations from the sooner
week (Week 1). If the number is 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 or 10, then the decision-that-counts came
from the allocations from the later week (Week 2). Therefore, the decision-that-counts
came from the sooner week with a 10 percent chance and the decision-that-counts came
from the later week with a 90 percent chance. This is the part of the choosing the
decision-that-counts that you will be able to a↵ect in the new set of decisions
this week.
2. Second, we chose if the decision-that-counts came from Job 1 or Job 2. To do this, we
picked a second random number from 1 to 2. If the number was 1 then the decision-thatcounts came from Job 1. If the number was 2, then the decision-that-counts came from
Job 2. Therefore, the decision-that-counts was equally likely to come from Job 1 and Job
2.
3. Third, we chose the decision-that-counts from the 5 allocations you made in the chosen
week and the chosen job. To do this, we picked a third random number from 1 to 5.
Therefore, within the chosen week and chosen job, every allocation was equally likely to
be chosen as the decision-that-counts.

How the decision-that-counts will be chosen in Week 5
In Week 5, the decision that counts will be chosen in a similar way to Week 2 with one
important di↵erence. Today, you will make a set of 15 decisions that can a↵ect the first step
of the process.

In Week 2, there was a 10 percent chance that the decision-that-counts

would come from your sooner (Week 1) allocations. In Week 5, based on your decisions, there
will either be a 10 percent chance or a 90 percent chance that decision-that-counts will come
from your sooner (Week 4) allocations. That is, your decisions will change the likelihood that
one of your Week 4 allocations is chosen as the decision-that-counts.
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For example, in one of the decisions, you will simply be asked to choose which option you
prefer:
1) a 10 percent chance that decision-that-counts will come from your Week 4 allocations
(and 90 percent chance that it comes from Week 5).
2) a 90 percent chance that decision-that-counts will come from your Week 4 allocations
(and 10 percent chance that it comes from Week 5)
This decision measures your preference about which choices will be allocated. For example,
if you would prefer that one of your week 5 allocations were chosen rather than a week 4
allocation, you should choose the first option.

Please take a second to think about this

decision.
The other decisions measure the strength of your preference about which choices will be
allocated. In these decisions, you will make this same decision but with additional payments
added to one of the two options. So, for example, you will be asked to choose which option
you prefer:
1) a 10 percent chance that decision-that-counts will come from your Week 4 allocations
(and 90 percent chance that it comes from Week 5).
2) a 90 percent chance that decision-that-counts will come from your Week 4 allocations
(and 10 percent chance that it comes from Week 5) plus $3.
For example, if you would very strongly prefer that one of your Week 5 allocations were
chosen rather than a Week 4 allocation, you might still choose the first option, even though
you could get an extra $3 for choosing the second option.

We will choose one of your 15

percentage decisions to be implemented at random. This implemented decision will be used
to determine the percentage chance that the decision-that-counts comes from your Week 4
allocations. Furthermore, if your implemented decision includes an additional payment, this
additional payment will be added to your final $100 completion check.
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REMEMBER: EACH DECISION COULD BE IMPLEMENTED SO TREAT
EACH DECISION AS IF IT WAS GOING TO BE IMPLEMENTED.
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Recap:
• You will be continuing in a study that requires participation one day per week on three
consecutive weeks.
• You will receive a completion payment of $100 at the end of the study by check one week
after Week 6. You will return to the xlab on March 23, 2012 to receive this payment.
• If you choose to no longer participate, or do not complete the jobs you chose, you will
receive only a minimum payment of $10 by check one week after Week 6. You will return
to the xlab on March 23, 2012 to receive this payment.
• There are two possible jobs in the study. Job 1 is transcription of greek letters. Job 2 is
a tetris game.
• In each week, you will be asked to complete minimum work for each job.
• In Week 4, today, you will be asked to make a series of allocation decisions for both Job
1 and Job 2. You will allocate tasks to Weeks 5 and 6 at various task rates.
• In Week 5, you will again make allocation decisions.
• One of your allocation decisions will be chosen at random as the decision-that-counts and
your allocation will determine the tasks that you complete in Weeks 5 and 6.
• You will be asked to make decisions about the percentage chance that the decisionthat-counts will come from your Week 4 allocations.

You will make a series of 15

decisions between (10% Week 4) and (90% Week 4) with additional payments potentially
added to the options. One of these decisions will be implemented. If the decision that
is implemented includes an additional payment, this will be added to your completion
payment.
• One week after Week 6, you will receive your completion payment. You will return to the
xlab on March 23, 2012 to receive this payment.
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Minimum Work
Now you will complete your minimum work for each job for this week. For each job, we ask
that you complete 10 tasks.

Allocations
Today you will be asked to make a series of 5 allocation decisions for both Job 1 and Job 2. In
these decisions you are asked to allocate tasks between one week from today (Week 5) and two
weeks from today (Week 6).
In each decision you are free to allocate your tasks as you choose. The allocations do not
include the minimum amount of work for each job. You will choose by moving a slider to your
desired allocation.

In the sliders on the screen, you will be asked to make 5 allocations for Job 1. Then, you
will be asked to make 5 allocation decisions for Job.

Remember each decision could be the

decision-that-counts, so please make each decision as if it were the one that determines your
tasks.

Determining how the decision-that-counts will be chosen
in Week 5
On the screen you will be asked to choose between a 10% or a 90% chance that the decisionthat-counts comes from today’s allocations (Week 4) rather than the allocations you will make
next week (Week 5). In each decision, you are also given an additional payment for choosing
one of the two options. Remember each decision could be implemented, so please make the
decision as if it was determining the percent chance and your additional payment.
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C.5

Week 4 Money Instructions

Thank you for completing your allocations. On the following screen we would like to ask you
several additional questions allocating money over time. Your decisions in this portion of the
study are completely unrelated to your allocations over Job 1 and Job 2 and will be paid
separately.
You must be willing to receive your payment for this study by cash provided to you in the
xlab by Professor Ned Augenblick of the Haas School of Business. You will be required to
return to the xlab on the dates indicated to complete the study and so your choice of payments
will not require you to arrive any extra times.

Earning Money
To begin, you will be given a $10 thank-you payment, just for participating in this study! You
will receive this thank-you payment in two equally sized payments of $5 each.

The two $5

payments will come to you at two di↵erent times. These times will be determined in the way
described below.
In this portion of the study, you will make 5 choices over how to allocate money between
two points in time:
1) March 2nd
2) March 23rd
Note that these are days that you will be in the xlab.
In each decision, you will allocate money between these dates. Once all 5 decisions have
been made, we will randomly select one of the 5 decisions as the decision-that-counts. We will
use the decision-that-counts to determine your actual earnings. Note, since all decisions are
equally likely to be chosen, you should make each decision as if it will be the decision-thatcounts.
When calculating your earnings from the decision-that-counts, we will add to your earnings
the two $5 thank you payments. Thus, you will always get paid at least $5 on March 2st, and
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at least $5 on March 23nd.

IMPORTANT: All payments you receive will be paid in cash in the xlab.

On the

scheduled day of payment, you will come to the xlab for the regular schedule of the study.
Hence, you will not be asked to make any special arrangements to receive payment from this
portion of the study. You will receive your payment from Professor Ned Augenblick.

On your desk are two envelopes: one for the sooner payment and one for the later payment.
Please take the time now to write your participant ID on them and study time/date on them.
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How It Works:
In the following screen you are asked to make 5 decisions involving payments over time. Each
row is a decision and is numbered from 1 to 5.
Each row will feature a series of options. Each option consists of a sooner payment AND a
later payment. You are asked to pick your favorite option in each row by moving the slider to
your desired location. You should pick the combination of sooner payment AND later payment
that you prefer the most.
Note that there is a trade-o↵ between the sooner payment and the later payment. As the
sooner payment goes down, the later payment goes up. All you have to do for each decision
is choose which combination of sooner and later payment you prefer the most by moving the
slider to that location.
Once all 5 of your decisions are complete, we will choose one at random to be the decisionthat-counts. Your chosen allocation will be implemented.

Consider for example the first decision. If this was chosen as the decision that counts and
your preferred allocation was $11 on March 2st and $10.50 on March 23nd, this would then
be implemented. On March 2st, we would place $11 along with your $5 minimum payment,
making $16.00, into your first envelope. This envelope will be given to you on March 2st in the
xlab. On March 23nd, we would place $10.50 along with your $5 minimum payment, making
$15.50, into your second envelope. This envelope will be given to you on March 23nd when
you return to the xlab. Recall that this will not require you to make any special arrangements
to receive payment as you will be returning to the laboratory as part of the regular schedule
of the study.

Once your payments have been determined, you will write the amounts and dates on the
inside of the two envelopes. When you receive your payments you can guarantee there have
been no clerical errors by checking against the amounts and dates you wrote.
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Remember that each decision could be the decision-that-counts! It is in your
interest to treat each decision as if it could be the one that determines your payment.
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